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 - We use metaverse and virtual realities to develop and create games and activi

ties.
 - Over 350 B2B clients are waiting to use our services but we require funds to 

improve our platform.
 - All the software, website, applications are developed in house.
5 lakh business loan taken from a bank.
 * B2B business model: - Problem: Corporate employees are not able to connect fa

ce to face due to the extended remote work because of the current pandemic situa

tion and occasionally feel disconnected, unrecognized, unsupported, and demotiva

ted.
 - Our Solution: Metaverse employee engagement SaaS platform provides 3D avatar 

multiplayer team games that bring the employees very close to each other with ou

r unique feature of AI-based real 3D avatar to achieve effective team building.
 Even Facebook is not doing this.
 3.
Slot Games
For all the heart-pumping fun of Las Vegas but with none of the financial risks,

 our selection of slot games is perfect.
 Choose a theme, sit down and prepare to play your virtual slot machines until t

hey pay out and you win big; it&#39;s as simple as that.
 However, with such a variety of different themes, you might find yourself spoil

t for choice.
 Really, you&#39;re just sitting back and watching the rollers spin, hoping for 

matching symbols and enjoying the elation if you get some.
 That&#39;s just harmless fun for players of all ages, and it won&#39;t promote 

unhealthy habits! Casinos exude a certain glamour, but you can&#39;t go into the

m in your scruffiest clothes and play for free, so that&#39;s where our slot gam

es are so much more inclusive and thanks to our selection, you won&#39;t feel as

 though you&#39;re sacrificing any of the will-I-or-won&#39;t-I-win excitement.
 All presented in HTML5 format, our slot games don&#39;t need to be played on an

y specific browsers or devices, and you won&#39;t need to waste precious time do

wnloading new software, either.
 Appropriate for players across the board, the games are all unblocked and our c

ommitment to keeping them totally free ensures that there&#39;s no blurring of t

he line between Vegas-esque fantasy play and actual gambling.
 This will make betting on your favourite NFL, NCAAF, NBA, and NCAAB games even 

more exciting and profitable! Plus, their blue and orange look is super handsome

! Sign Me Up To GTBets
 The following bookmakers are banned in the state: DraftKings, FanDuel, BetMGM, 

Caesars, PointsBet, BetRivers, Fox Bet, and Unibet.
First progress with the amendment in 2020
 Plus, it would not extend sports betting to card rooms, which the tribes have a

rgued violate their compacts.
 All the same, we expect California to catch up soon!

 Since then, they have had hot and cold seasons, with a particular slump after t

heir 1994 Super Bowl win.
 They paid big to get head coach Steve Kerr, but it is sure paying its dividends

.
 BetRivers â�� Great variety of casino games with categories for the main types an

d also special groups for high paying slots, top wins, and more.
2018 Available in: Michigan, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, West Virginia
10/10 Promotions &amp; Rewards: 9/10
9/10 Registration Process: 9/10
Available in: New Jersey, Pennsylvania
Available in: Michigan
 The tribes oversee DraftKings and FanDuel, while BetRivers (under the name Play) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 -200 Td (SugarHouse) operates under the DCP.Delaware

Below we&#39;ve listed in which US states online casino and land casinos are leg

al, even though not all states have issued any license yet.
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